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1. Introduction 
Two elements (subgroups) of a group G are called conjugacy separable if they are 
conjugate in G if and only if their images are conjugate in every finite quotient of 
G. The whole group is termed conjugacy separable if each pair of its elerr,ents is 
conjugacy separable. 
Conjugacy separable groups form a rather complicated class of groups. It is 
closed with respect to forming free products but not under taking subgroups, 
forming extensions and wreath products [S]. Restriction to the class of soluble 
groups does not help either. The best known result, the Theorem of Formanek [l] 
and Remeslennikov [7] yields that this class contains all polycyclic-by-finite groups. 
These groups also have all subgroups conjugacy separable (Grunewald, Segal [2]). 
In this paper we will prove conjugacy separability of elements and subgroups for 
a class of not necessarily finitely generated nilpotent groups of finite abelian section 
rank. Some examples will show that there is nearly no general way to extend these 
results to a wider class of groups. 
Regarding conjugacy as an operation of a group on itself yields another way how 
to extend theorems on conjugacy separability, which I found in a recent paper of 
Hilton and Roitberg [3]. 
Let Q be a group operating on a further group G. Two elements (subgroups) of 
G are said to bl: Q-conjugate, if there exists an element qE Q mapping the first 
element (subgr/Jup) onto the second. They are termed Q-separable if they are 
Q-conjugate or if there e!xists a finite Q-quotient of G in which their images are net 
Q-conjugate. G has separable Q-orbits if each pair of its elements is Q-separable. 
As usual Q is said to act nh’potently on G if it acts identically on the factors of 
a finite Q-invariant series of G and almost nilpotently if it conta:lns a subgroup of 
finite index acting nilpoltently on a Q-invariant subgroup of finite index of G. 
Hilton and Roitberg proved orbit separability for finitely generated nilpotent 
groups on which a finitely generated nilpotent group acts nilpotently. We will extend 
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this result and prove subgroup and orbit separability for polycyclic groups, thereby 
answering Question 1 of [3], and in the above mentioned class of nilpotent groups. 
Before stating the precise results we need some further notation: 
,4 group has finite abelian section rank if all its abelian sections (i.e, quotients 
of subgroups) have finite torsion-free rank and finite p-rank for every prime p. The 
class of soluble groups of finite abelian section rank is denoted by .v& 
The sp4ctnlm g(G) of a group G is the set of all primes p for which G has a 
quasicyclic p-sect ion. tin denotes the class of all residually finite nilpotent groups 
G of finite abelian section rank with spectrum z the torsion factor group G/T(G) 
of whiten is x-radicable, i.e. +-local. (So n cannot contain every prime.) 
L is the class of all torsion-free //,-groups and X denotes the class of all finite 
groups. 
The profinite topology, which is defined by taking the subgroups of finite index 
as a basis of neighbourhoods of the unit element, plays an important role in the 
proofs of this paper. Its properties in ti,-groups have been described in [6]. Any 
topological term is used with respect to this topology unless it is stated otherwise. 
Many arguments and ideas of this paper are based on Grunewald and Segal [2], 
but they must be applied carefully to #,-groups and must be improved as tin- 
groups may have non-closed subgroups, which cannot occur in 
Notation used without explicit definition may be found in 
books [9]. 
2. Results 
polycyclic groups. 
Derek Robinson’s 
By means of counterexamples Wehrfritz [ 121 showed that conjugacy separability, 
and hence Theorem A, is not valid in nilpotent or finitely generated soluble minimax 
groups. 
However we can prove: 
We state the obvious consequence: 
T‘hc set of elements conjugate to a given element in every finite quotient forms 
;i 4lngle conjugacy class if the group is conjugacy separable. So for non conjugacy 
~p~&lc group3 one might hope io obtain a waker fiilitcwzss condition stating that 
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such a set splits only into finitely many conjugacy classes. Even this is not true for 
torsion-free nilpotent minimax groups. 
Example 1. There exislts a subgroup G if the group U(3, z[+]) of all upper 
unitriangular 3 x 3 matrices over the ring z[t_] ancl an element b E G, such that the 
set of elements of G, conjugate to b in every finite quotient of G, consists of in- 
finitely many distinct conjugacy classes. 
Is there a ‘common’ generalization of Theorems A and B to residually finite 
soluble groups of finite rank the Fitting subgroup of which is radicable by its spec- 
trum? No, there is not, even not to minimax such groups: 
Example 2. There exists a finitely presented torsion-free nretabelian minimax group 
G, the Fitting subgroup of which is 2-radicable, which is not conjugacy separable. 
G even contains an infinite set of elements which are pair-wise not conjugacy 
separable. G has a linear representation of degree 4 over the ring z[+] = 
(2”mIn,mdY}. 
The group G of Example 2 is not Zariski closed in GL(4, z[+]) and a positive 
answer to the following question seems possible: 
Question. Let R be the integral closure of z[ 1 /p ( p E n] for a finite set it of primes 
in an algebraic number field and G a Zariski closed soluble subgroup of GL(n, R). 
Is G conjugacy separable? 
Za iski closed sets are profinitely closed in GL(n, R) [ 13, Lemma 21. Hence, [I 1, 
1.2 I] asserts that a maximal unipotent subgroup of G is n-radicable. 
The restrictions to a finitely generated ring within an algebraic number field are 
necessary: Wehrfritz has shown that the Zariski closed group 
c/(2, R)A(diag(l, 2), diag(1, x), diag(l, 2 -x)> 
and an indeterminate x is not conjugacy separable [141. On the other hand we will 
establish the foilowing example: 
hxample 3. Let R = Z[ 1 /p ( p E n] where n contains every prime but 2. Then 
e/(2, R)A( diag( 1 /s, S) ) SE R *} is Zariski closed in GL(2, R) but not conjugacy 
separable. 
We now go back to Theorems A and B and use the we9 known connection be- 
tween separable and profinitely closed orbits to reduce the conclusions of these 
theorems to statements on derivations which will also be used to prove the theorems 
on subgroup separability . 
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Let a and b be two elements of G which belong to the same Q-orbit in every finite 
Q-quotient of G. Then b belongs to n,,, aQG”, which coincides with the closure 
$2 of a? Thus we have to prove that the groups G have closed Q-orbits. Further- 
more the map d: Q-+G:qHaqa-l is a derivation (i.e. @q,qz) = d(q,)Q’d(q2)) SO 
that Theorems A and B follow from Theorems D and E, respectively: 
Tlleorem D. The image of a derivation from a soluble-by-finite group into a 
polycyclic-by-finite group G is closed. 
For abelian G this theorem has been proved by Grunewald and Segal[2; Theorem 
21. 
Theorem E. The image of a derivation from a tinSgroup Q i&o a J’/n.f-group G 
is closed, if Q acts almost nilpotently on G. 
Apart from orbit separability we want to get some results on subgroup separa- 
bility in cn, F-groups. We start with an example showing that we have to replace 
/ln by U, to get a positive result: 
Example 4. There exists a periodic tip,-group of class two with non-separable 
subgroups. 
On the other hand, by looking at finite quotients, one cannot disti’nguish a 
subgroup from its closure. Hence, we have to restrict ourselves to closed subgroups. 
Unfortunately, our proof needs a further restriction to almost isolatt3 subgroups. 
We term a subgroup C’ of a !jn. i-group G almost isolated II its intersection 
VnF(G) with the Fitting subgroup of G has finite index in its isolator 
I,,,,(vn~(G))={g~F(G)j3n~N g’k VnF(G)} 
in f’(G) (compare [6,2.]). 
Almost isolated subgroups of a en +Lgroup are closed [6, Theorem A], and in a 
topologizrlly finitely generated &f-group, i.e. a ti,.Lgroup G, the Fitting 
subgroup F’(G) of which contains a finitely generated subgroup with isolator F(G), 
t’\ cry closed subgroup is almost isolated [6, 11. I]. Hence, the following two 
tileorems are true for closed subgroups of minimax groups in i’/* i. 
Theorem F. Let Q be a &j-group acting almost nilpotently on the l/,.Agroup G. 
Then almost isolated subgroups of G are Q-separable. 
Again we state the obvious consequence on conjugacy separability: 
Theorem G. Ahost isolated subgroups of li,. klgrorrps are conjugacy separable. 
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The following examples show that we must 
and radicability by the spectrum in the above 
not omit the 
theorems: 
hypotheses nilpotency 
Example 5. There exists a residually finite nilpotent inimax group with infinitely 
many pairwise non conjugacy separable subgroups. 
Example 6. There exists a finitely presented residually finite metabelian minimax 
group, the Fitting subgroup of which is radicable by its spectrum, which has in- 
finitely many pairwise non conju acy separable subgroups. 
Finally we state the obvious generalization f Grunewald and Segal’s theorem on 
conjugacy separability of subgroups of polycylic-by-finite 
Theorem H. Under the action of a soluble-by-finite group Q a pol_vc_vcfic-by-finite 
group G has Q-separable subgroups. 
Theorem D and Theorem E are proved in Sections 3 and 4, whereas the proof of 
Theorem F covers Sections S-7. Section 8 contains ome remarks on the proof of 
Theorem H. The examples are verified in Sections 9- 12. 
3. Proof of Theorem D 
We state two lemmas concerning a derivation d from a ‘0 L-group Q to a .‘I~ I i- 
group (3 on which Q acts. The first lemma can be verified bY simple computation. 
3.1. Lemma. Let P be a subgroup of j?nite index in Q and U a Q-invariant 
subgroup ol’flnite index in G. Then we have: 
(a) d- ’ ( W) is a subgroup of Q. 
(b) Q:d-‘(U)j$G: &Ii. 
(c) d is continualPA. 
(d) ;j’ d(P) is closed in G, SO is d(Q). 
Theorem D has been proved by Clrunewald and Segai (2, Theorem 2) for abclian 
G. The general case follows by induction an the Hirsch number of G. The induction 
step in which we choose M to be a .maximal abelian Q-invariant normal subgroup 
of G is verified by the next lemma. 
3.2. Lemma. d(G) is closed in G if there exists a Q-invariant normal srrbgroldp M 
of G such that 
( I ) M”d( G ) is closed in G for every n E h. 
(2) d(d- (M)) is closed in M. 
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Proof. Let b belong to d(G). For every n E: h\l we find elements qn E Q and nt,, E MR 
such that b = m,J(~n). NOW 
Ml1 = t!?d(q*) 1 = /n,,d(qJd(q, ) - ’ = N?,l d(q,ql ’ )(I’ 
asserts 
rq E n M”d(d- ‘(M))4’ = d(d-‘(M)4’) =d(d-‘(M)QI) (2). 
IlE ‘I. 
Thus there exists an element qe d-‘(M)s Q satisfying d(q)Ql = ml and we get 
4. Proof of Theorem E 
Following 3.1 we may assume Q and G to belong to )I/n and Q to operate 
nilpotently on n3. We prove the theorem by induction on the length of a central 
series of G the factors of which are transformed identically by Q. 
As G is a Hausdorff group, 
1s a closed subgroup of the centre Z(G) of G. 16, Theorem E! asserts that C”’ is 
closed in Z!G) and in G for every natural number m. Thus G/C”’ belongs to I’/n 
16, Proposi;ion G] and C’“‘d(G) is closed in G by induction. 
As d is continuous (3.1) d-‘(C) is closed in Q and hence belongs to iR [6, Pro- 
position G]. Now did lfc‘) is a homomorphism, so that d(d- ‘(C)) is closed in C by 
[6, Proposition C;]. Thus the theorem follows from Lemma 3.2. 
§. Proof of Theorem F (first part) 
5.1. Lemma, Let Q act on G and P be a subgroup o-f finite index in Q. TWO 
subgroups A and B of the subgroup H of finite index in G are Q-conjugate in every 
finite Q-quotient oj’ G if and on/y if AY and B are P-conjugate in every finite . c 
P-quotient of H for some q E Q. 
Proof< Kompare [2, Corollary 1 *].) Let ( qI = e, q2, . . . , q,,) be a complete set of 
left coset representatives of P in Q. Take any P-invariant normal subgroup N of 
H of finite index in H. N contains a Q-invariant normal subgroup of finite index 
in 61;. Thus [here exists a number iE { 1, . . . , n) and an element pN E P such that 
ARJ’“N = BN . (1) 
exists an element j E ( I, . . . , n} such that (1) is true for every N: Otherwise for 
k(l,..., n} we could find a subgroup Ni such that (1) is false for every 
But for N= [T: , Ni statement (1) gives a number k and an element p,,, E P 
such that 
contradiction. 
Now Aq&‘b”Nk = Aq~pWN” = Bh?& = BNk presents a 
Because of (lb, dQqj is contained in W. 
5.2. We prove the by induction an the Hirsch number h(G) of G, which 
we may assume to ve. Let (4 and ‘c% be two almost isolated subgroups of 
G. Denote by I= th roup of finite index of Q which operates nilpotentl I 
on a Q-invariant n of finite index in 6. 
C= CztJVIP has positive Hirs umber and is isolated in N as Z(N) is isolated 
in N 18, 2.251 and uniquely n-radicable. Thus AVC’ belongs to ti, [6, Proposition 
CnJ to 9ciw.F for every nt~ N. By induction we may assume UCm and 
V’Cm to be Q-conjugate for every m E N, i.e. for every m e N there exists cr,, E Q 
sat isfyin 
UQmC” = VC”. (0 
We may assume qI = e. L = UC is closed in G, and so is R = N& which conse- 
quently belongs to tiR.’ ([Q, I?roposition G]). Obviously R contains the elements 
Q,,, so that U and V are R-conjugate in every finite R-image of L and we may 
assume Q=R and G=L. 
We now verify that 
X= UM’ andY== VnC are Q-conjugate. (2) 
It follows from (1) that X and Y are Q-conjugate in every finite Q-quotient of 
G. Thus for some (IE Q X’l and Y are P-conjugate in every finite p-quotient of G 
(Lemma 5.1). But P acts trivially on XQ and Y and both subgroups are closed, so 
Xq equals Y. 
In the remainder of the proof we distinguish two cases: 
(1) X=(l) (split case), 
(2) X+(l) (non-split case), 
and finish the proof for the second case: 
We may assume X= Y. Now P, = N&V and H= rV,X have finite index in Q and 
G respectively, so that we can find an element qtz Q such that Uq and V are 
PI-conjugate in every finite PI -quotient of N (5. I). Thus Uq/X and V/X are 
PI -conjugate in every finite PI-quotient of H/X. 
Now X is almost isolated in N, so that the torsion subgroup of N/X is finite and 
G/X belongs to k,.E (This is the only part of the proof where we need U and V 
to be almost isolated instead of closed.) By induction there exists an element h E H 
such that (U‘VX)h = V/X. Hence we have Uqh = V which proves the ‘non-split 
case’ m 
The split case needs some further preparations. In this case U and fi/ are com- 
plements of C in G and we have to prove that complements which are Q-conjugate 
in every finite Q-quotient of G are Q-conjugate. 
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It is a well known fact that the complements of C in G are in l-l correspondence 
with the elements of Der( U, C)Y the abelian group of all derivations from U into C. 
In Section 6 we investigate this group and finish the proof of Theorem F in Sec- 
tion 7. 
Let G = UC be a Q-group with Cd G and Un C== (1). The set of all complements 
of C in G is denoted by ‘f . For KE ‘4 and g E G we write g = gKgK,c for the unique 
elements g, E K and gK, c E C. The following two Lemmas are well known and easily 
verified by direct computa5on (compare [2, 1.1). 
16.1. Lemma 
and 
h: 
/ --+ Der(U,C) 
K b,d: u-(u& -1 1 
are bijections and in verse to each other. 
6.2. Lemma. Q aczs on Der( U, C) via d”(u) = d((P ’ )Ji and 
is a denvation. 
We want to apply Theorem E to the above derivation and verify the necessary 
hypothesis. More generally we state: 
6.3. Lemma. For an arbitrarv set TI of primes we put R = Z[ 1 /p ) p E IT]. Let W be 
arl /o i-group and W a right R&module, which is a torsion-free abelian group of 
finite rank. We also suppose n(H) c n( W) = n. 
(a) Der(H, W) allows a natural R-module structure: nDer(H, W) = Der(ff, n W) 
for every n E N . 
(b) n(Der(H, W))=n if Der(H, W)#{O}. 
(c) Der(H, W’) has finite rank if H/C, W is finite/y generated. 
Proof. (a) For rE R, d E Der(H, W) the map (rd) : h-r(d(h)) is a derivation. 
We obviously have nDer(H, U’) c Der(H, r! W). For de Der(H, n W) we define 
& Der(H, IV) by J(h) = w if d(h) = nw. d’ is well defined as W is torsion-free. Thus 
v+.e get nDer(H, W ) - Der(H, n W ). 
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(b) Elements of Der(lLi, W) are divisible by n-numbers and elements of W not by 
any &-number (TI’ is the set of primes not in R). 
(c) A derivation d of Der(H, W) restricted to CH W is a homomorphism. Hence 
its kernel contains T= T(CH W) and we get Der(N, W) = Der(H/T, W). So we may 
assume T= E. The Fitting subgroup F of C&V is torsion-free nilpotent and 
CH Iv/F is finitely generated [9, 10.331. Thus H/F is generated by (h, F, . . . , h, F} 
for suitable hi EH. 
UsingaMalcev-base (h,+l,...,h,} ofFweputB={hl,...,h,} andA=WBthe 
set of all functions frorn B to W. As in (a) we may define an R-module structure 
on A. Obviously A is an abelian group of finite rank, so it is enough to verify that 
the R-homomorphism ‘Der(H, W)+A: d-Cd 1~ is injective. But this follows from 
the fact that d Ip is a homomorphism and W is torsion-free. 
7. Proof of Theorem 17 (split case) 
We use the notation of Section 5. In order to apply Theorem E to the derivation 
D : Q+Der(U, C) we ha.ve to find a submodule of finite index in Der( U, C) on which 
P acts nilpotently. 
Now U1 = UnN centralizes C, so that we can regard C as a U/Ur-module and 
we have Der(U,, C) = Hom( U, /T, C) with T/U; = T(U, /I/;) the torsion subgroup 
of U, modulo its derived group. .!+rthermore by [4, V18.11 the restriction map 
j : Der( U, C)+ Der( UI , 6) = Hom( U, /T, C) has kernel 
kerj={dEDeriU,C)IdIy=O}zDer(U/U,,C). 
The subgroups Zi = Z&N) n U1 form a central series of UI of length s, say. Direct 
calculation now shows that P acts identically on the factors of the series (0) = 
A@*=*GA, = Hom( U, ,/T, C) with 
Ai={~~Hom(U,/7’,C)IZiT/T~ker~}. 
Therefore we get 
[Der( d, C), ,P] s ker j = Der( U/U1 , C). (1) 
Der(U/U,, C) contains the submodule Ider( U/Ul, C) = {dc : trU, ++ clY1 } of inner 
derivations, which has finite index in Der(U/&, C), say r [4, VI16.5] and which is 
a Q-homomorphic image of C: 
I 
d;(uU,) = (d&q ’ U,))q = (8” c-’ )q = cq”(cq)-’ = d&U1 ). 
Thus P acts trivially on Ider(U/Ui, C) and we get 
WerW 0, s+ I PI = (0). (2) 
By 6.3(c), rDer(U, C) has finite index; so we may apply Theorem i? to the Derivation 
D : Q- Der(U, C) and we can finish the proof of the theorem: 
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For every m E bl we have U9Cm = KM for some q E Q. Hence for every ti E U 
and m E N there exist an element CE C with fi E U4cCm = VcCm and elements uE Cr; 
v E V; a, b E Cm satisfying ti = uQca = vcb. Hence 
(h( V)-D(q))(G)=(h( V)--hfW))(Li)=(tiC, v)-*&c,wq= b-‘c-%adm. 
Thus h(V) belongs to 
n D(Q) + Der(U, C”) = fl D(Q) + mDer(U, C), 
)7iE ‘L. mshu 
which equals o(Q). But o(Q) is closed, so that h(V) is an element of D(Q), i.e. there 
exists an element q E Q such that h(V) = h( LJ4). Finally h is injective {6.1) so that 
we get the desired equality Lr9= I=‘. 
8. Proof of Theorem N 
Using the arguments of Sections 5-7 there is no problem to give the detaiis of a 
proof or’ Theorem H. In the induction step one uses the last non-trivial subgroup 
M of the derived series of a torsion-free polycyclic subgroup of finite index in G. 
(2, Theorem 1 *] takes care of the fact that M is not necessarily a trivial P-module 
for any subgroup Pof finite index in Q. instead of Theorem E one applies Theorem 
D or Grunewald and Segal’s Theorem 2 [2] to the derivation D: Q- Dcr(U, M) in 
the split case. 
9. Example 1 and Example 5 
is a torsion-free nifpotent minimax group of class 2 with centre 
We put 
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Because cf 
the group C/b-‘bG is isomorphic to the Priifer-2-group. Thus neither b-lb” nor 
bG are closed. 
All the elements bai (.i~ M) belong to b -, but their conjugacy classes are dif- 
ferent. Furthermore the subgroups (bai) (in No) are pairwise non-conjugate, but 
are conjugate in every finite image of G. 
10. Example 2 and Example 6 
and its subgroup M obtained by putting w=O are torsion-free abelian 2-radicable 
groups which are normahzed by the commuting matrices 
and the diagonal matrices /3=diag(l, 1,1,2,1) and y= diag(1, 1, 1,1,2). 5, q and w 
denote the matrices in N which have every non-diagonal entry zero apart from z = 1, 
y = 1 and w = 1, respectively. 
By [5, Lemma] M,4(p) and (w, y) are finitely presented and so are Ii= MA@, p> 
and G = NA(a, /3, y). 
10.1. The elements )I[?’ (TE -tN) are pairwise not conjugacy separable in H: 
(rl[2’)” = ( rlL?“p”‘j2’/3”’ 1 VT, n E L ) = ($“‘<(2’ - nr’ 1 ,7,, n E J7 > 
-- - 
contains qc2’ only if r=s. Furthermore, q -‘qH contains [’ and hence its closure 
[zlfl. So all the elements qczr belong to p and are conjugate in every finite 
quotient of H. 
10.2. The subgroups U, = (FV~‘~) (I-E --NJ are closed in G and pairwise not con- 
jugacy separable in G: 
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The subgroups C r are unipotent-free and hence closed in G [6, Theorem A]. By 
10.1 all these suby,roups are conjugate in every finite image of G but 
V,y = ( (~~~2’)“ai~JwA 1 i, j, k, n E E} 
= { (ywhqa’~JfpJ)n 1 i, j, k, n E Z) 
= o&o k - 2”kqnZ’~~2’2’ - i2’ 1 i, j, k, n E z} 
coiiiains y&” only if r = s. 
11. Example 3 
We put b=(A )) and compute 
By [6, Theorem A] this set is closed in G if and only if it is closed in F(G) = c/(2, R). 
Hence it is closed if and only if (R*)2 is closed in R. But 17 is a square in the ring 
of 2-adic numbers [lo, II Theoritme 41 which is equal to the profinite completion 
of R. Hence, (R*)’ is not closed in R. 
12. Example 4 
The subgroups 
are conjugate in U(3,D’pZ). As every normal subgroup of finite index of G = 
0 + ,Ipr,mc U(3,ZYpZ) contains almost all factors U(3,H/pZ), its subgroups 
U= @ U,, and V= @ I$ 
,n prttrw 1’ p ime 
are conjugate in every finite quotient of G. But an element of G conjugating U and 
2’ would have a non-trivial component in every factor U(3,iUpZ), which is not 
possible. 
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